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Introduction

The Internet is arguably the single, most revolutionary arrival on the popular computer scene in the last fifteen
years! Certainly, no other aspect of computing has so captivated the public’s imagination.  When was the last
time that someone at the local bagel shop engaged you in a discussion of object oriented programming?  Who
would have thought even two years ago that television commercials and magazine ads would include corporate
URLs!  The Information Super Highway is the citizen’s band radio of the 90’s.  E-mail addresses have replaced
radio handles.  Except now the “Big Bear” alerts come from the Electronic Frontier Foundation.  It doesn’t really
matter that most Web aficionados wouldn’t know a backbone from a ham bone!  The hype has forever raised the
ante on customer expectations.  Even the most computer phobic client has probably sat in front of Netscape or
Internet Explorer and put a few hours of Web surfing under his or her belt and come away a true believer!

As professional developers, it is essential that we understand how to incorporate these new tools into the software
we write.  This is important for a number of reasons.

The protocols are industry-standard, non-proprietary, and they work!  Many of these protocols have been
in use for 10 or more years.  They are well understood and time-tested.  They also give better performance and
eliminate many of the drawbacks of using point-to-point modem communications.  And the protocol is not owned
by any one vendor or trade association.  The TCP/IP protocol may be revised, enhanced and extended…but
somebody’s marketing department isn’t going to pull the plug in a few years and declare that the protocol is no
longer supported.

The Internet is ubiquitous.  Local ISPs continue to proliferate at a record pace and most now offer an all-you-
can-eat flat monthly rate.  Line charges which would have been prohibitive just a few years ago are no longer
even weighed in arriving at a design. The most modest hardware capable of running Windows 95/98 is also
capable of supporting an Internet-ready application.  If the hardware can run your CA-Visual Objects 2.5
application, it can certainly be made to support the Internet!

Windows 95/98 has become the dominant 32-bit operating system.  This simplifies Internet programming at
the Winsock level since the TCP/IP stack is already built into the operating system.  It’s no longer necessary to
use a 3rd party Winsock and worry about client portability.  Microsoft has made Winsock its own with Windows
95/98!
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The addition of Internet capability adds genuine functionality and value to your applications.  It is both sizzle and
steak.  Not only does the data move more efficiently, with fewer errors and with better recovery, but you gain the
benefits of increased connectivity…at both the hardware and the customer level.

Here are some of the ways that Internet connectivity can enhance your client’s application:

•  End-of-shift job status can be automatically sent from the program via an SMTP mail client to key
management people.  Each morning personnel will get a machine-generated e-mail which will give them a
summary of the jobs which ran the previous evening.

•  Any errors which are encountered can be automatically e-mailed to the systems programmer from inside of
the error handler.  Additional diagnostic information could be forwarded to an FTP site for follow-up
evaluation.

•  The client logs on to his application and your code determines that 30 days have passed since the last version
check.  It automatically connects to your FTP site and downloads the latest software release.  It then patches
the software up to the new level and resumes processing.

•  Your client has fifty machines distributed across the country.  All of them are tied to the Net.  You develop a
status map which shows the location of all of the machines.  Your application runs as a background thread
which continuously “pings” each remote host and determines if it is still up and running.  You communicate
this information to the customer with a red or green light at each location on the site map.  The program also
collects traffic and journey time statistics.

•  You want to include voice mail capability in your application.  You use the built-in Windows sound recorder
to record the user’s voice and then e-mail it as a MIME extension which can be played by a .WAV player at
the other end.

•  You want to provide video surveillance of one or more sites.  You don’t want to incur the expense of a direct
server connection.  A single JPG image updated every few minutes suits your purpose.  You decide to use a
Snappy frame grabber or a Connectix parallel port camera and the Video for Windows interface to take a
series of still photos.  Your application operates on a timer and wakes up every three minutes, takes the
photo and delivers it to your home page via FTP.  Note: This is also a great way to provide a temporary Live
Cam feature for friends without the need to have your own physical web server.

•  Your customer collects point-of-sale information each night from his regional clothing stores.  Point-to-point
communication has proved unreliable because of bad line conditions, extended hours of evening operation in
selected stores and the usual operator error.  You decide to automate the process by sending the files via FTP
to the client headquarters after midnight.  The client is happy that you’ve eliminated long distance charges
and now go through a local ISP in each city.

•  The astronomy department at the local university is tied in to five monitoring sites around the world.  Data is
continuously collected on satellite data and forwarded by FTP to a server located at the university.
Periodically, the remote sites and their substations would like to get a summary of the data which has been
collected at the other monitoring locations.  You solve this problem by creating a Finger client which
displays the statistical summary for each site as it is Fingered at the university’s server.
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There are just a few of the ways that you can exploit the power of the Internet in a non-gratuitous way.  These are
applications that not only add significant functionality, but that would have been impossible to implement just a
few years ago at any price.

Your client’s expectation level has changed for all time.  Give your customer the technical elegance he wants, the
functionality he needs, the reliability he demands and the convenience he appreciates.  The genie will never
willingly go back into the bottle!

The focus of this paper and its accompanying talk is on writing Internet-enabled applications in CA-Visual
Objects 2.5.  The talk will cover Internet programming from the ground up and discuss each of the major
protocols and services in detail.  This paper offers only a cursory review of the material to be covered in depth
during the lecture.

Protocols

A protocol is simply an established method for performing a particular task.  When we speak of Internet
protocols, we are usually referring to the Transmission Control Program (TCP).  Although all of the Internet
clients discussed in the talk will use the TCP protocol, you should be aware of other protocols which are
commonly available.  You may never have noticed the protocol.txt file which is located in your \WINDOWS
directory.  It contains a list of supported protocols.
# Copyright (c) 1993-1995 Microsoft Corp.
#
# This file contains the Internet protocols as defined by RFC 1060
# (Assigned Numbers).
#
# Format:
#
# <protocol name> <assigned number> [aliases...] [#<comment>]

ip 0 IP # Internet protocol
icmp 1 ICMP # Internet control message protocol
ggp 3 GGP # Gateway-gateway protocol
tcp 6 TCP # Transmission control protocol
egp 8 EGP # Exterior gateway protocol
pup 12 PUP # PARC universal packet protocol
udp 17 UDP # User datagram protocol
hmp 20 HMP # Host monitoring protocol
xns-idp 22 XNS-IDP # Xerox NS IDP
rdp 27 RDP # "reliable datagram" protocol
rvd 66 RVD # MIT remote virtual disk
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Services

A service is a type of program which has proven useful over time and has been codified into a standard.  Standard
services and other related information are documented in something called an RFC.  Familiar Internet programs
like FTP, Finger and Gopher actually have services of the same name.  Other services like Echo and Daytime are
typically not used stand-alone, but are primarily included in Internet applications for diagnostic purposes.  The
most well known service is probably http.  This is how browsers like Netscape and Internet Explorer retrieve
HTML pages from a web site.  A list of available services is found in the services text file in your \WINDOWS
directory.
# Copyright (c) 1993-1995 Microsoft Corp.
#
# This file contains port numbers for well-known services as defined by
# RFC 1060 (Assigned Numbers).
#
# Format:
#
# <service name> <port number>/<protocol> [aliases...] [#<comment>]
#

echo 7/tcp
echo 7/udp
discard 9/tcp sink null
discard 9/udp sink null
systat 11/tcp
systat 11/tcp users
daytime 13/tcp
daytime 13/udp
netstat 15/tcp
qotd 17/tcp quote
qotd 17/udp quote
chargen 19/tcp ttytst source
chargen 19/udp ttytst source
ftp-data 20/tcp
ftp 21/tcp
telnet 23/tcp
smtp 25/tcp mail
time 37/tcp timserver
time 37/udp timserver
rlp 39/udp resource # resource location
name 42/tcp nameserver
name 42/udp nameserver
whois 43/tcp nicname # usually to sri-nic

[ partial list of file ]
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Common Services

A number of common utility programs have emerged over the years which utilize the common services.  Some of
these are described below.

Nslookup

Nslookup allows a user to examine entries in the DNS database that pertain to a particular host or domain.  A
common use is to determine the IP address based on the host name or vice versa.

Ping

The Ping utility sends messages to a remote host to determine if it is active.  It also tracks propagation delays
through the Internet.

Finger

The Finger program is used to find out who is logged on to a remote system.  Finger programs are also popular
with computer science departments around the world to query how many bottles of soft drink are left in the
vending machine in the engineering building across campus.  We’ll develop both a blocking and a non-blocking
version of the Finger client during the talk.

Traceroute

Traceroute displays the route that a packet takes from local host to remote host.  It is most often used as a
diagnostic tool to determine the effects of traffic on the Internet.  It is also a useful learning tool to see how the
Internet distributes data within its enormous web.

FTP

FTP allows users to upload and download files between a local and remote host.  This is probably one of the
most common services and certainly among the most useful.

TELNET

TELNET allows a user connected to one host to log in to another host.  The user can then appear to be sitting at a
terminal which is directly connected to the remote host.

WHOIS

WHOIS is most often used to search the InterNic database for domain-specific information.  We’ll develop both
a blocking and a non-blocking WHOIS client during the talk.
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The Winsock API
Programming Internet-enabled applications is accomplished through using a special Windows 95/98 Internet API
called Winsock.  This is a contraction of the words Windows Sockets.  The technique of using sockets (like file
handles) to describe concurrent Internet sessions is based on the UNIX implementation originated at Berkeley.
The Winsock API is included in the standard Windows 95/98 distribution.  The 32-bit versions of these routines
are in an executable file called WSOCK32.DLL.  The prototype definitions for all of the Winsock function calls
are already in CA-Visual Objects.  These statements map the calling arguments to the data types expected by the
WSOCK32 DLL file.  Winsock functions can be broken down into four general categories: 1) conversion
functions, 2) database functions, 3) socket functions and 4) Microsoft Extensions.

Winsock Conversion Functions
Winsock provides four functions that convert between host and network byte order.  Two functions operate on a
32-bit value and are used to convert network addresses.  Two functions operate on a 16-bit value and are used to
convert port numbers.  Two other functions convert an IP address between its 32-bit form and its dotted-decimal
string form.

Function Description
htonl() Converts a long number (32-bit) from host to network byte order.

htons() Converts a short number (16-bit) from host to network byte order.

inet_addr() Converts a dotted-decimal string to 32-bit IP Address.

inet_ntoa() Converts a 32-bit IP Address to dotted-decimal string.

ntohl() Converts a long number (32-bit) from network to host byte order.

ntohs() Converts a short number (16-bit) from network to host byte order.

Conversion Functions

Database Functions
Winsock provides seven database functions.  Two functions are used to retrieve host information (by name and
by address).  Two functions are used to retrieve protocol information (by protocol name and by protocol
number).  Two functions are used to retrieve services information (by service name and port number).  A seventh
function retrieves the name of the local host.

Function Description
gethostbyaddr() Get the host name given the network address.

gethostbyname() Get the network address given the host name.

gethostname() Get the name of the local host.

getprotobyname() Get the protocol number given the protocol name.

getprotobynumber() Get the protocol name given the protocol number.

getservbyname() Get the service port given the service name.

getservbyport() Get the service name given the service port.

Database Functions
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Socket Functions

Winsock provides 17 functions which manipulate sockets.  These will be described in detail as we start building
our Internet clients during the talk.

Function Description
accept() A socket receives the incoming signal and returns to listening mode.

bind() Bind a local name to a socket.

closesocket() Close a socket.

connect() Connect to the host on the specified socket.

getpeername() Get the name of the peer for this socket.

getsockname() Get the socket’s name.

getsockopt() Get options associated with this socket.

Ioctlsocket() Provide control for descriptors.

listen() Listen for an incoming connection on the specified socket.

recv() Receive data from a connected socket.

recvfrom() Receive data from a connected or unconnected socket.

select() Perform synchronous I/O multiplexing.

WsockSend() Send data to a connected socket.  This is CA-Visual Objects rename of the send()
function.

sendto() Send data to a connected or unconnected socket.

setsockopt() Set socket options.

shutdown() Shut down communications path on a socket.

socket() Create a socket.

Socket Functions
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Microsoft Winsock Extensions

Function Description
WSAAsyncGetHostByAddr() Get the host name given the network address.  Non-blocking version

of GetHostByAddr().

WSAAsyncGetHostByName() Get the network address given the host name.  Non-blocking version
of GetHostByName().

WSAAsyncGetProtoByName() Get the protocol number given the protocol name.  Non-blocking
version of GetProtoByName().

WSAAsyncGetProtoByNumber() Get the protocol name given the protocol number.  Non-blocking
version of GetProtoByNumber().

WSAAsyncGetServByName() Get the service port given the service name.  Non-blocking version of
GetServByName()

WSAAsyncGetServByPort() Get the service name given the service port.  Non-blocking version of
GetServByPort().

WSAAsyncSelect() Sets socket up for I/O multiplexing.  Non-blocking version of
Select().

WSACancelAsyncRequest() Cancels an active WSAAsyncGetXByX() function.

WSACancelBlockingCall() Cancels an active blocking call.

WSACleanup() Close the Windows Sockets DLL.

WSAGetLastError() Get numeric code (WSAxxxx) of last error.

WSAIsBlocking() Determine if blocking is currently in effect.

WSASetBlockingHook() Hook the blocking method.

WSASetLastError() Set the error to be returned by next WSAGetLastError() call.

WSAStartup() Initialize the Windows Sockets DLL

WSAUnhookBlockingHook() Restore the original blocking function.

Microsoft Windows-Specific Extension Functions
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Error Codes

Errors are communicated via a call to the WSAGetLastError() function.  Programmers must call this routine if
they receive an unsuccessful return code from the previous Winsock operation.  The function returns information
on the specific reason for the exception.  Winsock routines generally return a "pass/fail" code.  So it's a good idea
to call WSAGetLastError() after every failed operation.  The following error codes are returned by the
WSAGetLastError() function.

Windows Sockets code Error Description

WSAEINTR 10004 Blocking call canceled with WSACancelBlockingCall

WSEACCES 10013 Permission denied

WSAEFAULT 10014 Bad address

WSAEINVAL 10022 Invalid argument

WSAEMFILE 10024 Too many open files

WSAEWOULDBLOCK 10035 Socket is in non-blocking mode and the requested operation
would block

WSAEINPROGRESS 10036 Operation now in progress

WSAEALREADY 10037 Operation is already in progress

WSAENOTSOCK 10038 Socket operation on non-socket

WSAEDESTADDRREQ 10039 Destination address required

WSAEMSGSIZE 10040 Message too long

WSAEPROTOTYPE 10041 Protocol wrong type for socket

WSAENOPROTOOPT 10042 Protocol option is unknown or invalid

WSAEPROTONOSUPPORT 10043 Protocol is not supported

WSAESOCKTNOSUPPORT 10044 Socket type is not supported

WSAEOPNOTSUPP 10045 Operation not supported

WSAEPFNOSUPPORT 10046 Protocol family not supported

WSAEAFNOSUPPORT 10047 Address family is not supported by Windows Sockets

WSAEADDRINUSE 10048 Address already in use

WSAEADDRNOTAVAIL 10049 Address is not available from the local machine

WSAENETDOWN 10050 Network is down

WSAENETUNREACH 10051 Host can’t reach network at this time

WSAENETRESET 10052 Network dropped connection on reset

WSAECONNABORTED 10053 Connection was aborted because of a timeout or other error
condition

WSAECONNRESET 10054 Connection was reset by the remote host

WSAENOBUFS 10055 Out of buffer space

WSAEISCONN 10056 Socket is already connected

WSAENOTCONN 10057 Socket is not connected

WSAESHUTDOWN 10058 Socket has already shut down
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Windows Sockets code Error Description

WSAETOOMANYREFS 10059 Same as in BSD

WSAETIMEDOUT 10060 Connection timed out before it could be established

WSAECONNREFUSED 10061 Connection was refused

WSAEHOSTDOWN 10064 Host is down

WSAEHOSTUNREACH 10065 No route to host

WSAEPROCLIM 10066 Too many processes

WSASYSNOTREADY 10091 Network subsystem is not ready for communications

WSAVERNOTSUPPORTED 10092 Winsock DLL does not support requested version

WSANOTINITIALISED 10093 WSAStartup not initialized yet

WSAHOST_NOT_FOUND 11001 Host not found

WSATRY_AGAIN 11002 Non-authoritative host not found

WSANO_RECOVERY 11003 Non-recoverable error occurred

WSANO_DATA 11004 Name supplied was valid but no information of the requested
type is in the database

A CA-Visual Objects Blocking Finger Client

Now that we've explored services and protocols, examined Winsock routines and discussed error handling, we're
ready to write our first Internet application in CA-Visual Objects.

In this section, we’ll write a Finger client in CA-Visual Objects 2 using the blocking versions of
GetHostByName(), GetServByName() and recv().  This application is written in blocking mode using the
terminal library only to make it easier to follow the code.  A commercial Finger application would be written
with a GUI interface and non-blocking routines if possible.

There are four data structures used by our Finger application.  _WinWSADATA is the work area returned by the
WSAStartUp() function.  _winHostEnt is the host entry table which contains the host name and numeric internet
address.  _winServEnt is the service entry table which contains the name and port number associated with a
particular service.  _winSockAddr is the socket descriptor table.
LOCAL pWSAData AS _winWSADATA
LOCAL pHostPtr AS _winHOSTENT
LOCAL pServPtr AS _winservent
LOCAL pSockPtr AS _WINsockaddr_in

LOCAL pBasePtr AS DWORD PTR

LOCAL I AS INT
LOCAL nRetLength AS INT
LOCAL nSockID AS DWORD
LOCAL cFingerBuffer AS STRING
LOCAL cUser AS STRING
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Allocate storage for the Windows Sockets work area.  Also allocate storage for the socket.

pWSAData := MemAlloc( _sizeof( _WINwsadata ) )
pSockPtr := MemAlloc( _sizeof( _WINsockaddr_in ) )

Initialize Windows Sockets and request version 1.1 support.

IF WSAStartup( MAKEWORD( 1, 1 ), pWSAData ) == 0

The BEGIN SEQUENCE/END SEQUENCE construct is particularly helpful in writing Winsock apps since we
have the option to exit out early after every function call if there is an error or we are returned a null pointer.

Locate the host’s network address by name.  FDT.NET is the domain name of my local ISP in Gainesville,
Florida.  If the function returns a null pointer, it means that we can’t find the name via the DNS servers and we
instruct the program to take an early exit.  Of course, it could also mean that we simply forgot to dial into our
Internet provider.  Otherwise, the function returns a pointer to the host entry data structure.

BEGIN SEQUENCE
IF ( pHostPtr := gethostbyname( String2PSZ( "fdt.net" ) ) ) == NULL_PTR

? "Can't resolve host name"
BREAK

ENDIF

The Finger service is defined in the RFC to use port 79.  Since this may vary on some systems or an experimental
Finger might use an alternate port, we decide to look up the actual Finger port on this host.  It is always a good
idea to look up the service instead of using a hardwired port assignment.  We’ll associate the Finger service with
the TCP protocol.  If the function returns a null pointer, it means that this service is not supported by this host
and we instruct the program to take an early exit.  Otherwise, the function returns a pointer to the Service Entry.
This example uses a blocking function.
IF ( pServPtr := getservbyname( String2PSZ( "finger" ), ;

String2PSZ( "tcp" ) ) ) == NULL_PTR
? "Service not supported"
BREAK

ENDIF

The Finger service requires that we connect() to an active socket.  We’ll need to create the socket first.  We do
this with the socket() function.  We’ll tell Winsock that we want an Internet-style socket which supports stream
I/O (instead of datagrams). If the function returns INVALID_SOCKET (-1), it means that we are unable to create
the socket.  Otherwise, the function returns a valid socket number.
IF ( sockid := socket( AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0 ) ) == INVALID_SOCKET

? “Can’t create a socket”
BREAK

ENDIF

Now we need to fill in the socket entry.  First, we copy the port number for the requested service.  Remember, all
addresses are in network byte order.  This is the way the getservbyname() function returned the information in the
Service Entry, so no further conversion is required.
sockaddrptr.sin_port := pServPtr.s_port
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h_addr_list points to a list of pointers to network addresses.  We’ll use the first address in the list for our Finger.
One of the trickiest things in Winsock applications is knowing how to access the various data structures.  The key
to success is to use typed pointers whenever possible.  This will prevent the need to employ kluges to achieve a
work-around.  The pointer pBasePtr is typed as a DWORD PTR.  This allows us to dereference the pointer with
the PTR() function and load the value it is pointing to.

The expression DWORD(PTR(pBasePtr)) loads the DWORD which is the first entry in the table pointed to by
pBasePtr.
pBasePtr := h_addr_list

pSockPtr.sin_addr := DWORD( PTR( pBasePtr ) )

Tell Winsock this is an Internet-style network address.
pSockPtr.sin_family := AF_INET

Now, let’s connect to the remote host.  The connect() function is passed the socket number and the Socket Entry
that we just filled in.  Connect() should return a 0 if it was successful.  There are many reasons the connect()
might have failed.  We’ll use the WSAGetLastError() to get the numeric error code which explains the specific
reason for failure.  Then we’ll instruct the program to take an early exit.
IF connect( sockid, pSockPtr, _sizeof( _winSockAddr_In ) ) <> 0

// in real use, we would check for a variety of return codes which
// are only informational
? "Connect() error: ",WSAGetLastError()
BREAK

ENDIF

The Finger RFC states that the default behavior is to send the Finger server a blank line.  This will return a list of
users currently logged on to the remote system.  This is what we’ll do in this sample program.  If we wanted to
Finger a specific user, we would have replaced the blank line with the user’s name.  The send() function returns
the number of bytes which were transmitted to the remote host.

IF WSockSend( sockid, _chr(13) + _chr(10), 2, 0x0 ) <> 2
? "Send() error: ", WSAGetLastError()
BREAK

ENDIF

We now wait for the Finger client running on the remote host to send back the requested information.  The recv()
function allows us to specify the size of our receive buffer.  We don’t expect much data from the typical Finger,
so we’ll limit the buffer to 128 bytes.  The recv() function returns the number of bytes actually transmitted.  We
keep calling the recv() function until we get back zero value.  If the return code is 0 it means that the socket() was
closed by the remote host. Note: We convert the ASCII carriage return into a carriage return/line feed sequence
so it prints out OK on the terminal window.
cls

cFingerBuffer := buffer( 128 )
DO WHILE (nRetLength := recv( sockid, cFingerBuffer, ;

Len( cFingerBuffer ), 0x0 ) ) > 0
? StrTran( Left( cFingerBuffer, nRetLength ), _chr(10), _chr(13) + _chr(10) )

ENDDO

wait

The Finger is complete at this point so it is time to close the socket.  Actually, the remote host has already closed
its socket.  If we were using non-blocking calls, we would have been alerted to the remote closesocket() in our
Dispatch() routine.
closesocket( sockid )
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Any errors during the Finger would take an early exit to this point.  It is the same place that we end up at upon
normal termination of our program.
END SEQUENCE

Free all resources associated with having opened the Windows Sockets DLL.
WSACleanup()

ENDIF

Free the Winsock Sockets work area and the storage allocated for the socket entry.
MemFree( pWSAData )
MemFree( pSockPtr )

_Quit()

A Non-Blocking Finger Client

A Finger application written with non-blocking calls works in much the same manner.  The problem is that we
don’t know when certain asynchronous events will occur.  Perhaps we can obtain the network address for the host
name in just a fraction of a second.  Then again, we might have to query quite a few DNS servers to resolve the
address.  We might be able to connect to the remote host in under a second.  Then again, it might take 30 seconds
before we get a reply.  How long will it take to read all of the Finger data returned by the remote host?  Of
course, it’s difficult to say…exactly.  This depends not only on the volume of information to be sent, but also on
the traffic at the server and the congestion encountered along the way.

The answers to our questions depends on the sum total of each separate leg on the journey from local host to
remote host and back again.

The best way to write this application which is kind to system resources is to use the non-blocking Winsock
functions.  This requires that we make fundamental changes to the design of the program.  The non-blocking
extensions work by issuing these requests as separate processes or threads.  We tell Winsock to return the IP
address of the host and to get back to us when it’s finished the job.  We’ll make use of the time in the interim to
handle other work or at least give the user the appearance that he can select other windows on the desktop.

We can make the design job easier to work on by breaking it up into smaller pieces.  Here is a state model for a
non-blocking Finger client:

•  Obtain the host name and call the WSAAsyncGetHostByName() function to obtain the network address.

•  Wait for WSAAsyncGetHostByName() event which signals completion.

•  Create a socket and try to connect() to the remote host.

•  Wait for the connect() event which signals completion.

•  Send the user name (or a blank line) as the query string to the remote host.

•  Wait for a read() event which lets us know that the receive buffer contains data to be read.  Use the recv()
function to remove the information from the buffer and print it to the screen.

•  Continue to read data as long as a READ event is present.

•  If the receive buffer returns a line length of zero or if a CLOSE event is processed, close the socket, free the
Winsock resource and terminate the program normally.
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We’ll use this state model to build a state machine.  This requires a two-tier approach.  This is nothing more than
a series of DO CASE statements surrounded by a DO WHILE TRUE loop.  Here are the states that our state
machine cares about:
DEFINE IDLE := 0
DEFINE STARTIT := 1
DEFINE MAKECONNECTION := 2
DEFINE CONNECTED := 3
DEFINE READDATA := 4
DEFINE CLOSED := 5
DEFINE ERROREXIT := 6
DEFINE FINISH := 7

Each CASE section identifies the instructions which should be performed during this phase of the program. The
program moves forward from one state to another until something happens to change the state.  The status change
can come from the previous section or it can come from events arriving at the Dispatch() method. The program
progresses through all of the states until it finally reaches the end.  It is asynchronous since there are no
predetermined wait states hard-wired into the program.

Let’s assume that we have a dialog which has the following properties:

1. A place to enter the host name.

2. A place to enter the user name.

3. An OK push button.

The click event of our OK push button turns on the state machine.
METHOD OkButton( ) CLASS FingerClient

nState := STARTIT // initial state

ProcessTheStateMachine() // move through all the states

RETURN NIL

The Dispatch() method for the Finger client dialog might look like this:
METHOD Dispatch( oevent ) CLASS FingerClient

DO CASE
// GetHostByName()
CASE oevent:message == WM_USER + 1 // test for GetHost() event

nLastError := HiWord( oevent:lparam ) // save return code
nState := MAKECONNECTION // move to new state

// Connect()
CASE oevent:message == WM_USER + 2 // test for connect() event

nLasterror := HiWord( oevent:lparam ) // save return code
nState := CONNECTED // move to new state

// READ/CLOSE
CASE oevent:message == WM_USER + 3 // test for read/close

nLasterror := HiWord( oevent:lparam ) // save return code
IF LoWord( oevent:lparam ) == FD_READ // check for read event

nState := READDATA // move to new state
ELSEIF LoWord( oevent:lparam ) == FD_CLOSE // check for close event

nState := CLOSED // move to new state
ENDIF

END CASE

RETURN SUPER:Dispatch(oevent) // pass along events
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Here is what our state machine looks like:
FUNCTION ProcessStateMachine()
lMore := TRUE

DO WHILE lMore
DO CASE

// Locate the port number for the Finger service
CASE nState == STARTIT

servptr := getservbyname( String2PSZ( "finger" ), String2PSZ( "tcp” ) )

// issue a non-blocking call to retrieve the network address
// we supply: the handle of our GUI dialog
// the message number for this event - WM_USER + 1
// the host name - fdt.net
// buffer space for the host entry
// length of the buffer - 1024 bytes
// we save the handle of the routine so we can cancel it if we like later on
haSyncHandle := wsaasyncgethostbyname( ofinger:handle(), WM_USER + 1 , ;
String2PSZ( "fdt.net" ), hostptr, MAXGETHOSTSTRUCT )

nState := IDLE

// event was received indicating that GetHostByName() completed
CASE nState == MAKECONNECTION

// set the typed pointer to the address list
// and start filling in the socket entry
baseptr := hostptr.h_addr_list
sockid := socket( AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0 )

sockaddrptr.sin_port := servptr.s_port
sockaddrptr.sin_addr := DWORD( PTR( baseptr ) )
sockaddrptr.sin_family := AF_INET

// tell socket to not block and to inform us when
// the remote host actually connects
WSAAsyncSelect( sockid, ofinger:handle(), WM_USER + 2, FD_CONNECT )

// go idle until connect() message is received
// state change must come before the connect() is requested
nState := IDLE

// try to connect
connect( sockid, sockaddrptr, _sizeof( _WINsockaddr_in ) )

// remote host connected()
CASE State == CONNECTED

// tell socket to not block and inform us when it gets a READ or CLOSE
WSAAsyncSelect( sockid, ofinger:handle(), WM_USER + 3, FD_READ + FD_CLOSE )

// prepare to go idle until message is received
// state change comes before send() is issued
nState := IDLE

// get the ball rolling by sending a blank line to the Finger server
// CA-VO renames send() function to WSockSend()
WSockSend( sockid, _chr(13) + _chr(10), 2, 0x0 )
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// receive buffer has data from Finger server
CASE nState == READDATA

// read the data
nRetLength := recv( sockid, cFingerBuffer, Len( cFingerBuffer ), 0x0 )

// if return length is zero then Finger server has finished
IF nretlength == 0

nState := CLOSED

// otherwise, translate LF to CRLF and print on terminal screen
ELSE

?? StrTran( Left( cFingerBuffer, nRetLength ), _chr(10), ;
_chr(13) + _chr(10) )

ENDIF

// either recv() returned length of zero or CLOSED message was received
// from the Finger server
CASE nState == CLOSED

// close the local socket
closesocket( sockid )
nState := FINISH

// this is where we send errors encountered along the way
// errors handling was removed from this example to make it easier to
// follow
CASE nState == ERROREXIT

nState := FINISH

// application is finished
CASE nState == FINISH

lMore := FALSE
END CASE

ENDDO
RETURN NIL
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Adding Internet Capability Via OLE Controls
Thus far, we’ve discussed how to write Internet-enabled applications using the intrinsic mechanisms found in
CA-Visual Objects 2.5.  This certainly provides the developer with the greatest control over every aspect of his
or her application.  The basic Winsock functions calls perform discrete units of work and behave according to a
well-understood and easily implemented API.  This makes it ideally suited for reusability.

A second avenue open to the CA-Visual Object developer is to employ the latest in ActiveX technology by
including controls specifically designed for Internet services.  ActiveX or OLE controls are distributed as OCX
files by a number of third party vendors.  Mabry Software, Inc. offers an extensive line of Internet controls which
may be purchased one control at a time on an “as needed” basis.  Distinct Software sells perhaps the most
complete developer kit on the market.  OCX controls are readily available for the following TCP/IP protocols
and services:

Windows Sockets SLIP/CSLIP/PPP FTP Client Telnet

VT220 SMTP POP3 NNTP

RCP TCP Server MIME Finger

WhoIs FTP Server Firewall HTTP

In the following pages, we’ll show how to use OLE to make your applications Internet-ready in record time.
We’ll use the Distinct Finger client in our example.  But the OLE interface works in a similar fashion for all
controls and across all vendors’ lines.

The first thing we do is to install the vendor’s distribution disks.  In addition to copying the OCX files to hard
disk, the Distinct install program will also enter the control into the Windows 95/98 Registry.  This allows OLE-
compliant applications to query the Registry for detailed interface instructions.  Here is an entry in the Windows
system Registry for the Finger control we’ve just added.  It doesn’t really matter if you can make sense of all this
gibberish.  The important thing is that the system now knows all about the Finger client and without the need for
even a DLL prototype statement.

Windows Registry Editor
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Now let’s make certain that CA-Visual Objects knows about the finger OCX we’ve just added.  Bring up
CA-Visual Objects and go to the Tool, Setup OLE Control menu item.  CA-Visual Objects lists all of the
Distinct Internet controls it found following the vendor’s install program.  By contrast, the Mabry requires that
we type in the name and location of each control and manually register it the first time it is used.

Setup OLE Controls

While we’re still at this dialog, click on Generate Class.  This will create all the supporting code necessary to
make the OCX routine known to our application.  The generated code includes methods, access and assign
methods and DEFINE statements.

The next time you reenter the Window Editor you’ll notice that the Finger tool has been added to the controls
toolbar.  You can repeat the process to add FTP, Gopher, WhoIs and other well-known Internet clients.

Window Editor Toolbar

After we finish designing our form, we can select the Finger control and move it to our form.  If you were a purist
and chose not to add the finger icon to the controls toolbar, you can still insert the Finger control by selecting
Insert OLE control from the Edit menu.  You’ll be offered the same listbox of registered controls that we saw
earlier.  Simply highlight the control you’re interested in and click the OK button.
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The finger icon will appear on the form at the point we deposited the control’s icon.  Since the Finger control was
the last control added, we’ll see its properties box is still displayed.

OLE Control Properties - HyperLabel Tab

The name has already been filled in according to the same naming guidelines used for adding other controls to
the screen.  You can optionally fill in the rest of the HyperLabel information.

Now select the Event tab in the properties box.  Since all of the controls make use of the non-blocking WSA-
style extensions, we’ll have to provide the appropriate methods for each event.  This will allow you to add the
code needed to support each of the events associated with a Finger client.

•  OnConnect() - signals that we have been able to connect with the remote host or that we have timed out after
a predefined waiting period.

•  OnClose() - signals that the host has stopped sending us data and has closed the socket at the other end of the
connection.

•  OnReceive() - signals that the remote host has sent us finger information to be read.

•  OnError() - signals that an error has occurred during finger processing.

OLE Control Properties - Events Tab
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Single-click on the right mouse button and select Properties.  You’ll be invited to fill in the default properties
associated with a Finger client: the host name, optional user to be fingered and the finger port number
(usually 79).

Distinct Finger OCX control - Query Screen

Single-click again with the right mouse button and select OLE Control Methods.  This is where you’ll be able
to view functions in the control and edit their associated properties.

Distinct Finger OCX control - Properties and Methods
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You can even invoke a function.  For example, select the function called AboutBox and click the Invoke button.
This will immediately bring up the following dialog.

Distinct Finger OCX control About Box

Remember the screen where we setup our OLE control?  One of the push buttons was called Generate Class.  If
we return to this screen and click on this push button, the OLE interface will generate all the foundation code
need to support the new control.  If you examine the module in which your window dialog resides, you see all of
the source code entities which have been written for you to the module housing the form.

Source code generated by Distinct Finger OCX control
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The generated code includes the base class prototype, access and assign properties, and all supporting methods.
The control comes alive by instantiating a copy of the control class in your program.  There are two ways of
requesting that a service be performed.  The first is to assign a special service request code to a predefined assign
property called ACTION.  For example, the following code will Finger a remote user:
hostname := “fdt.net”
user := “Philip Schwartz”
action := ACTION_CONNECT

When the remote host connects, a message will be sent to the event method we defined earlier called
OnConnect().  There are also ACTION words for CLOSE and ABORT.

The second way to request service is to invoke a method directly.  The following code will also Finger a remote
user:
oFingerObject:connect(“fdt.net”, “Philip Schwartz”)

There are also methods for close() and abort().

The code generated by the OLE interface looks “machine-generated” and is a bit difficult to follow.  But there is
nothing here which requires programmer modification or fine-tuning.  It is just the baggage required to
communicate between the OLE control and supporting code thoughtfully included by the designers of CA-Visual
Objects.  Here is what the code looks like for the AboutBox() Method which we just invoked.
METHOD AboutBox() CLASS DistinctFingerOLECustom

//
LOCAL a[OFD_LEN] AS ARRAY
LOCAL pRetDesc IS VOOLEARGDESC
LOCAL uRetValue AS USUAL

a[OFD_NAME] := String2Symbol("AboutBox")
a[OFD_MEMBERID] := -552
a[OFD_INVOKE] := INVOKE_METHOD
a[OFD_PARAMS] := 0
a[OFD_OPTPARAMS] := 0
a[OFD_NAMEDARGS] := .F.

pRetDesc.dwIDLFlag := 0
pRetDesc.dwVarType := VT_VOID
a[OFD_RETDESC] := @pRetDesc

uRetValue := oAuto:__InvokeMethod(a, DWORD(_bp+16),PCount())

RETURN(uRetValue)
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Internet Debugging Tools

The CA-Visual Objects Debugger

The Debugger is well suited to debugging Internet-ready applications.  The Windows Socket API relies heavily
on data structures.  The Debugger is very helpful in allowing you to examine parameters on entry and on exit to a
Winsock function.  It is particularly helpful in tracking down a missing _CAST or PTR() operation.  It is also a
great way to inspect recv() buffers from remote clients.

CA-Visual Objects 2.5 Debugger
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PVIEW95

PVIEW95 shows all the processes that are currently running on the system.  It also shows the threads owned by
each process.  The display includes the program id (PID), process (and thread) priority level, number of threads
owned by the process, type of process (16-bit or 32-bit) and the full path of the executable.

PVIEW95

This utility is extremely useful in debugging applications which use program threads.  This will become
increasingly popular with the rise of Internet-ready applications.  Sockets are ideally suited to the performance
benefits which may be achieved through concurrent file transfer.  Downloading multiple GIF images in an HTML
document via HTTP protocol is a good example.  PVIEW95 provides one of the few tools available to the
programmer for monitoring threaded code.
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Winsock API Debuggers

The Windows Sockets (Winsock) interface is a good example of the need for a smart debugger.  It can be
extremely tedious to debug Winsock apps because there is so much extraneous diagnostic information which is
presented by the CA-VO Debugger.  We need a tool which can focus our attention on Winsock function calls and
Winsock data structures.

API debuggers like TracePlus32/Winsock come to the rescue in an elegant fashion.

TracePlus32/Winsock and similar Winsock debuggers install their hooks before our application starts execution.
They are therefore able to intercept all calls to the Winsock (WSOCK32) DLL.  Since they also understand the
API, they can display data structures with automatic type conversion and meaningful variable names and
descriptors.

TracePlus32/Winsock

They can convert 32-bit network addresses to their more familiar dotted-decimal IP address.  They can monitor
callback functions and await the arrival of asynchronous events.  They know what arguments to expect on entry
and exit from each function and can dump buffers, display status flags and chain through memory pointers with
ease.  All of this is only possible because these tools were written to debug a specific programming component.

TracePlus32/Winsock is available from S.S.T. Incorporated.
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Spanner32

Spanner32 is a program which allows you to make direct Winsock function calls from a GUI style interface.  It
can be used for debugging Winsock problems and for getting hands-on experience with the Winsock API.  It is a
wonderful tool to learn how each Winsock routine works.  It can be used in tandem with the TracePlus32 utility
to master Winsock programming in a very short period of time.

Sapnner32: Winsock API Tester

Spanner32 was written by Waseem Siddiqi and is available as shareware.

Changes in CA-Visual Objects 2.5

CA-Visual Objects 2.0 was one of the first 32-bit development languages to contain native support for the
Internet.  This support was primarily in the form of prototype mappings to the Winsock DLL. The ease with
which Internet-enabled applications can be coded has been further enhanced in CA-Visual Objects 2.5.  These
enhancements take the form of a) Internet libraries which contain classes and functions supporting both client and
server applications, b) incidental features which benefit Internet-enabled applications, and c) a rich assortment of
sample programs which can serve as a template for future Internet development.  This section will review the
following features:

Winsock 2 updates
WININET API
Internet classes and functions
Internet server support
Graphic formats
ActiveX controls
Thread safe garbage collection
Application gallery
Sample programs
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Winsock 2 Updates

The Windows 95 operating system includes Winsock but not Winsock 2.  Winsock 2 is a superset of Winsock
and is the default for Windows 98 and Windows NT 4.0.  The Winsock2 API introduces new concepts like:

Socket Sharing
Multipoint and Multicast
Overlapped I/O
Multiple Protocol support
Transport Protocol Independence
Socket Groups
Quality of Service

The WinSock module in the WIN32 Library has been updated to include DLL prototypes to the Winsock 2
functions.  If you haven’t made the move to Windows 98/NT, you can download a Winsock 2 update
(W95ws2setup.exe ) for Windows 95 from the Microsoft Web site by following this URL:
http://www.microsoft.com/windows95/downloads/contents/wuadmintools/s_wunetworkingtools/w95sockets2/def
ault.asp.

WinSock module in WIN32 API Library

http://www.microsoft.com/windows95/downloads/contents/wuadmintools/s_wunetworkingtools/w95sockets2/default.asp
http://www.microsoft.com/windows95/downloads/contents/wuadmintools/s_wunetworkingtools/w95sockets2/default.asp
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WININET API

There is a new module in the WIN32 API Library.  It is called WININET and it identifies the name and location
of exported entities in the WININET.DLL which is distributed with Microsoft Internet Explorer (version 3.0 and
higher).  These are Win32 Internet API routines which provide stand-alone programs with simple access to the
most popular Internet protocols like FTP, Gopher and HTTP. These are client-oriented functions and are thread
safe.  The functions are broken down into the following categories:

General Win32 Internet Functions
Automatic Dialing Functions
URL Functions
FTP Functions
Gopher Functions
HTTP Functions
Cookie Functions
Persistent URL Cache Functions

Only a small number of the functions in the WININET API are mapped in CA-Visual Objects 2.5.  You’ll have
to get familiar with the Microsoft documentation in order to map other API functions which you might find
useful.  Fortunately, it’s easy to construct your own _DLL statement for a favorite function if you know the
calling convention which is used.  The Microsoft Win32 Internet Functions Reference can be found at the
following URL: http://msdn.microsoft.com/workshop/networking/wininet/reference/reference.asp.

Here are the _DLL entries of several FTP-related functions in the WININET module of the WIN32 API Library.

 
WININET module in WIN32 API Library

http://msdn.microsoft.com/workshop/networking/wininet/reference/reference.asp
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The InternetConnectAttempt() function checks to see if an Internet connection currently exists.  If not, it calls up
the familiar Windows dial-up box.  This is not one of the functions mapped in CA-Visual Objects 2.5.  The
following code shows how to use a _DLL statement to provide the necessary linkage and then call the function.

// Demo to map WININET API function and call it from CA-Visual Objects 2.5
_DLL FUNC InternetAttemptConnect(dReserved AS DWORD) AS DWORD ;

PASCAL:WININET.InternetAttemptConnect

FUNCTION Start()

// Bring up dial-up box
if InternetAttemptConnect( DWORD(0) ) == 0

// app code goes here

else

// take care of exceptions here
endif
RETURN NIL

This code produces the following results when executed:

Dial-up box resulting from call to InternetAttemptConnect() function

If you are uncomfortable with coding WININET routines directly, CA-Visual Objects 2.5 provides some class
and function equivalents to these entities.  These are located in the Internet Library.
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Internet Library

This library houses the new Internet classes and functions provided in CA-Visual Objects 2.5.  These include
client-oriented classes for FTP, POP (retrieving e-mail) and SMTP (sending e-mail).  There is also a Sockets
class which allows the programmer to code low-level TCP/IP routines.

INTERNET library

Note that most of these classes are based on the WININET functions described earlier.  Here is a list of some
FTP-related entries in the CFtp class definition.

CFtp module in Internet library
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These classes make it very easy to turn an application Internet-ready.  For example, the following code can be
used to download the latest business news from a corporate web server each morning.  We’ll use the FTP
protocol.  (The HTTP protocol could also have been used.)

FUNCTION Start()

LOCAL oFtp AS CFtp
LOCAL oError AS USUAL

oFtp := CFtp{ "Corporate News" }

BEGIN SEQUENCE
If !oFtp:ConnectRemote( "ftp.mycompany.com", "anonymous", me@mycompany.com )

BREAK
ENDIF
If !oFtp:SetCurDir( "/pub/news/1999/July/" )

BREAK
ENDIF

If !oFtp:GetFile( "990718.txt" )
BREAK

ENDIF

RECOVER USING oError
? "An error occurred during file transfer: ", oFtp:ErrorMsg

END SEQUENCE

oFtp:CloseRemote()

// Display contents of downloaded file
RETURN NIL

FUNCS Module

The FUNCS module in the Internet Library contains some very handy functions which can be used in existing
legacy code or where a class-oriented solution isn’t needed.

FUNCS module in Internet library

mailto:me@mycompany.com
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The WinSockInit() and WinSockExit() simplify Winsock initialization and termination.  CheckHostIP(),
CheckRemote(), GetHostByIP(), GetAddress() and HostName() are function equivalents of code which is used in
virtually all Winsock applications.  SMTPSendMail() is a handy function which allows you to send e-mail from
your CA-Visual Objects 2.5 application in a single line of code.  POPGetMails() allows you to retrieve e-mail
just as easily.  _DebOut32() is used to write debug info out to a special debugging window using the standard
Microsoft debugging program (DBGWIN).

Here’s an example of how you can send e-mail from your application using the SMTPSendMail() function.  It
doesn’t get much easier than this:

SMTPSendMail(;
mail.mycompany.com", ; // your isp’s SMTP mail server
“E-Mail Demo", ; // subject
"fred@yourcompany.com", ; // TO: (address)
"george@theircompany.com", ; // CC:
MemoRead(“MyMsg.txt”), ; // string message
"me@mycompany.com", ; // FROM: (address)
"c:\bizplan.doc", ; // attachment file
"Philip Schwartz", ; // FROM: (name)

"cargo"; // cargo
)

Receiving e-mail is also effortless.  The following example will load all incoming mail into an array called
aMail.  aMail will contain one CEmail object for each message on the mail server.

aMail := POPGetMails("mail.mycompany.com", “myusername”, “mypassword”, FALSE)

Internet Server API
CA-Visual Objects 2.5 offers support for the three most common protocols for server extensions – CGI, ISAPI
and ASP. These templates are visible in the Internet tab in the Application Gallery.

Internet tab in the Application Gallery
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The Internet Server API library contains additional server-support routines and data structures.

Internet Server library

Graphics Support

Support for a variety of graphic file formats has been added to CA-Visual Objects 2.5.  Although the
enhancements were primarily to leverage Jasmine’s capabilities for managing graphics, Internet apps can also
utilize these routines to display graphic data saved as JPEG, TIFF, PCX, PICT and TGA.  The GIF format is not
currently supported since it relies on a proprietary compression algorithm licensed by Unisys.  This may change,
as the Unisys license expires in the near future.
Several licensed third party DLLs and OCXs support the GIF/TIFF-LZW graphic formats.  This may be
desirable, since JPG and GIF formats dominate the Internet landscape.

Here is an example of how the sample image viewer program can display a photograph in BMP format of the late
Jon Postel, one of the founding fathers of the Internet.

Example of how CA-Visual Objects 2.5 can display a BMP
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ActiveX Controls

CA-Visual Objects 2.0 supported the use of third party ActiveX controls.  CA-Visual Objects 2.5 now supports
the creation of these controls.  The ability to create ActiveX controls means that common Internet clients like
Finger, Whois and FTP can be shared with other Windows applications.  This makes it possible for CA-Visual
Object 2.5 developers to create Internet tools similar to those sold by Distinct, Mabry and others.   The Calendar
OCX control is a good example.  It is included as a sample program on the distribution CD.

Sample Calendar OCX control

Thread Safe Garbage Collection

CA-Visual Objects 2.0 was not designed to be thread safe.  This severely limited its use in Internet applications
where it would be advantageous to support parallel processes.  On the client side, a typical use would be in an
HTML browser.    Several graphic images in an HTML document could be downloaded at the same time using
threads.  On the server side, a typical use would be to listen on a particular socket for the arrival of a remote
connect().  A new process can then be created to service the new socket which has been created to communicate
with each new client.
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Sample Programs

The teaching value of the sample programs included on the CA-Visual Objects 2.5 distribution disk can not be
overestimated.  Source is provided for all examples.  They include the following applications:

FTP client
Echo server
Echo client
Web Server
Internet browser
API Debugger
Image viewer
E-mail client
ActiveX control
CGI and ASP scripts
Server filters and extension DLL’s

A separate tab has been added to the Application Gallery window to make it easy to access the sample programs.
Select Samples and you’ll see the demo programs which have been included on the distribution CD.

Application Gallery showing Internet-related sample programs on distribution CD
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Echo Server and Echo Client

The Echo Server and the Echo Client are companion programs and demonstrate how client-server apps
communicate with each other on the Internet.

Sample Echo Client-Server applications

E-mail Client

This is a simple e-mail client which interfaces with Windows support routines and allows you to compose new
messages, send messages, retrieve messages and maintain separate messages folders.

Sample E-mail client program
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FTP Client

This is the CA-Visual Objects 2.5 version of the popular FTP client.  It provides an excellent base for adding
enhancements.

Sample FTP client program
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Web Server

Sabo’s “Black Voodoo Server” is the diamond of demo programs on the distribution CD.  This is a fully-
functional Web Server written entirely in CA-Visual Objects 2.5.  It is an outstanding way to learn about Internet
server protocols, CGI support, how threads work, how to manipulate complex data structures, system-critical
error handling, transaction logging and dozens of other real-world challenges which face developers who are
writing large Internet applications.

Sample Web Server written entirely in CA-Visual Objects 2.5
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Conclusion
The Internet continues to grow at a meteoric pace.  Customer expectations have been driven both by the
accompanying media hype as well as by a legitimate need to find a solution to an existing problem.  The Internet
offers business opportunities that were impossible to imagine only a few years ago.   Developers who learn how
to harness the power of CA-Visual Objects 2.5 in writing Internet applications will guarantee that they are at the
top of their game for many years to come.  It provides a very competitive edge over IT professionals who rely on
other application development systems.

CA-Visual Objects provides several ways to offer your customers Internet-enabled applications in a timely and
reliable fashion.

The first way is to use the built-in interface to the Winsock DLL and exercise complete control over all aspects of
the design.  The second is to tap into the WININET API and use Microsoft’s implementation of the HTTP, FTP
and Gopher protocols.  The third approach is to leverage the native CA-Visual Objects 2.5 classes which support
FTP, POP, SMTP and socket programming.  The fourth technique is to install Internet ActiveX Internet controls,
which are available from a number of vendors.   The best solution may be to incorporate all of these approaches.

In addition, there are excellent third-party tools which can be used to debug Winsock-compliant applications as
well as to provide tutorial assistance in learning how the API works.  The place to start is with the sample
programs included on the distribution CD.

Philip is president of Vertical Management Systems, Inc., a consulting company in Gainesville, Florida that
specializes in the design of large vertical market applications.  He taught computer science at the university
level for many years and has been a systems programmer, software developer and educator for over twenty
years.  He has spoken at over 165 computer conferences, seminars and workshops in more than 30 countries.
This is his 57th developer conference.  Philip has been a Clipper developer since the day the original product
shipped.


